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Abstract—The increase of battery-powered devices and systems, from consumer electronics to electric vehicles, means that
the reliability analysis of such systems concerns both energy
cells and battery packs, as well as circuitry. For this reason,
battery modeling has been one of most developed research areas
during the last two decades. In this context, the Millner model,
which is based on crack propagation theory, provides an accurate
mathematical model for the analysis of the degradation (i.e., aging
or capacity fading) of lithium-ion cells.
In order to extend the application of the Millner model in a
practical and simplified way, this work describes a method to
empirically set the coefficients of this model by extracting these
values from experimental data only published by the manufacturer and some researchers. When simulating an AMP20m1HDA prismatic pouch cell at different working and operating
conditions, the results show an accurate analysis of the capacity
fading, with an error of generally less than 3%.
Keywords - Battery modeling, capacity fading, estimation.

this model for various lithium-based battery cells through the
extraction of the model coefficients from product data only.
An example application is provided for the AMP20m1HD-A
pouch cell [5].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides an
overview of background and related works regarding battery
modeling, whereas Section III explains the proposed empirical
method for the estimation of the parameters of the analytical
model here considered. Finally, Section IV reports the results,
and Section V draws some conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND

AND

R ELATED W ORK

In the literature, the state-of-health (SOH) of a battery is a
typical parameter related to the actual total energy capacity of
an aged battery with respect to the nominal capacity of a fresh
one. In this context, the energy is evaluated by considering
the capacity C [Ah] of a battery as a correlated unit of
reference. Although there is still not a standard definition of
SOH in industry [6], it is generally described by the following
expression:

I. I NTRODUCTION
The remarkable increase of battery-powered systems has
drawn attention to electrical energy sources in recent years,
even for the development of hybrid batteries (e.g., lithium-ion
cells with supercapacitors) and scavenging devices (i.e., energy
harvesting). In general, a user wants to extend the battery life
Cf ade
Caged
=1−
(1)
SOH =
as much as possible after purchasing a new device of consumer
Cnom
Cnom
electronics (e.g., smartphone) or a power system (e.g., electric
vehicle). As a result, many people have complained about the where Caged and Cnom are the aged capacity and the nominal
issue of the battery degradation of these products over time. capacity, respectively [7], and Cf ade is the irreversible capacity
The main reason is the reduction of usable battery capacity loss. At the beginning of battery life, SOH=1 whereas end of
due to (i) “calendar aging” and (ii) cycle life [1]. The first life is usually defined for SOH=0.8 (or 80%), that is, after a
effect concerns both reversible and irreversible self-discharge normalized Cf ade of 20% [6]. In general, a common method
over time [2], which limits the maximum number of years of for estimating SOH is by measuring the internal equivalent
operation. Furthermore, storage temperature affects calendar DC resistance (less accurate) or AC impedance (more accurate
aging. The second effect regarding the number of cycles, but more challenging and expensive) [8]. However, the increasdepends on both the working conditions (e.g., current rate) ing of the internal resistance of a battery is not always related
and operating conditions (e.g., temperature) of each charge- to capacity fade, that is, their relationship is not always well
discharge cycle of a secondary (i.e., rechargeable) battery. correlated [9]. Furthermore, Cf ade originates from various
Thus, an electronic designer must consider both the electrical internal complicated chemical and electrochemical processes
battery cells and circuitry to analyze the reliability of any such which cannot be considered independently. For example, since
the value of the internal resistance affects the temperature of
system.
This work describes a practical method for the estimation a battery during charge/discharge cycles, it also impacts the
of the parameters of an extended version of the Millner capacity fade [10]. The description of all these processes is bemathematical model [3], which was originally proposed for yond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, basic knowledge is
the aging analysis of a specific 26650 LiFePO4 cylindrical provided in order to explain the motivation of the methodology
cell [4]. The proposed methodology allows the adoption of presented here.

The modeling of Cf ade is generally based on mathematical
models, which include electrochemical processes (e.g., [11],
[12]), and equivalent electrical circuits (e.g., [13]). Electrochemical models include complex governing equations [14]
whereas compact mathematical models are simple, although
less accurate [15]. From a system-level analysis, the key
parameters affecting Cf ade are the following:
• Temperature (T). The relation between battery degradation and temperature is typically described by an Arrhenius type function [16].
• Depth-of-Discharge (DOD). This is the difference in the
battery state-of-charge (SOC), which is the percentage of
the total capacity still available during the discharge phase
in a runtime. Therefore, a 100% DOD means that a fully
charged battery has been fully discharged.
• Charge/Discharge Current. Although both charge and
discharge currents affect aging, the charge current is usually predominant when analyzing the same current (absolute value) in both charging and discharging phases [17].
• Number of cycles. The correlation between Cf ade and
the number of cycles actually depends on the aforementioned key parameters, that is, on both operating and
working conditions.
• Average SOC. From experimental data, the average SOC
of a battery affects aging over time [18]. For this reason,
some charge protocols can be programmed to fully charge
a battery just before using the device, instead of starting
an “as soon as possible” charging phase, with the consequence often of keeping the battery at SOC=100% for a
long time [19].
All these factors influence aging in a directly proportional manner, and allow system-level aging models instead of complex
models based on chemical and structural analysis.
Based on product data analysis, which has recently become
a rather common technique in battery modeling [13], this work
provides a practical method for populating an analytical aging
model including all the aforementioned key parameters.

Kic and Kid are two coefficients, which are extracted from a
logarithmic expression reported in a generalized form in (3),
and define the increase in charge current Ic and discharge
current Id , respectively, which leads to double the irreversible
capacity loss of the cell.
eKix ·∆Ix = 2

⇒

Kix = ln(2)/∆Ix

(3)

For an empirical extraction of each coefficient value, two
plots regarding the capacity fading of the cell under test are
necessary: only one parameter (i.e, Ic or Id ) should change.
Similarly, this empirical method should be followed also for
the other coefficients of the Millner model: Tf act , Kex , KSOC
and Kco ; they refer to the following key factors: temperature, DOD, average SOC (SOCavg ) and energy throughput,
respectively. Although KSOC was originally taken from [20],
Kex and Kco were extracted empirically in order to fit the
experimental data regarding life degradation. In this work,
these parameters are also extracted in a practical way, by
analyzing some published experimental data and considering
SOCavg around 50-65% and DOD≥65%.
By following this method, an electronic designer does not
need expensive equipment for the analysis of the response
of a battery cell that cycles in a specific application, as this
model is sufficiently accurate for the purpose of a system-level
simulation of battery life cycle. The only drawback is that this
model requires the definition of all the coefficients related to
the key factors in order to obtain reliable results. In Section IV,
a more comprehensive explanation is provided, as it reports a
real application of the proposed method.
Finally, the SOH of a battery cell after M cycles is then
given by firstly adding up the degradation of each single cycle
m and then subtracting this value to 1, as reported in (4).
SOH(M ) = 1 −

M
X

Lif e(m)

(4)

m=1

IV. R ESULTS

III. S CENARIO AND M ETHOD
The Millner model for the analysis of battery aging was
originally defined for an ANR26650 Nanophosphate® lithium
iron phosphate (LiFePO4 or LFP) battery [3]. This mathematical model was extended in [17] for the analysis of battery life
degradation (Lif e) also due to charging, as follows:

The capacity loss of the A123 Systems AMP20m1HD-A
Nanophosphate® pouch cell [5] was analyzed through the
proposed aging model as described in Section III. The specifications of this cell are reported in Table I.

Lif e(m) = Lif eM illner · e(Kic ·Ic +Kid ·Id )

TABLE I
20A H PRISMATIC POUCH CELL SPECIFICATIONS [5].

(2)

In (2), Lif eM illner is the life degradation as defined by
Millner [3]; the basic equations of that model are reported
in the Appendix for the sake of completeness of this work.
In the same equation, Ic and Id are the charging current and
discharging current, respectively, at cycle m; they are given
in C-rate [h−1 ], which is a normalized form of the battery
current [A] with respect to the nominal capacity [Ah]. For
example, 1C/-2C means to fully charge a battery (from 0 to
100% SOC) in one hour, and to fully deplete it in half an hour.
However, in (2) both Ic and Id are given in absolute values.

Dimensions
Weight
Capacity (min)
Energy content (nom)
Discharge power (nom)
Voltage (nom)
Specific power (nom)
Specific energy (nom)
Energy density
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range

7.25 x 160 x 227 mm
496 g
19.5 Ah
65 Wh
1200 W
3.3 V
2400 W/kg
131 Wh/kg
247 Wh/L
-30◦ C to 55◦ C
-40◦ C to 60◦ C

Similar to the ANR26650m1 cylindrical cell by A123 Systems (this cell is nowadays manufactured by Lithium Werks),
the AMP20m1HD-A pouch cell also has Nanophosphate as
cathode active material. However, the coefficient values of the
aging models of these two cells are generally different, as
shown hereafter. Nevertheless, this work considers the same
calendar life of 15 years.

TABLE III
E STIMATION OF THE CAPACITY FADE OF THE AMP20m1HD-A CELL
OPERATING AT VARIOUS CURRENT RATES AND TEMPERATURES

A. Capacity fading at constant current
Firstly, validation is carried out through the simulation of
the model at various operating conditions and constant charge
and discharge currents, and the subsequent comparison of the
results with the experimental data. The latter are provided in
the product documentation [21], [22] or by some researchers
[9], [23].
TABLE II
C OEFFICIENT VALUES OF THE AGING MODEL .
Kco
1.350E −5

Kex
1.5

KSOC
0.603800

KT
5.332E −2

Kic
0.192541

Kid
0.099021

Ref.

C-rate

[21]
[21]
[21]
[22]
[23]

1C/-1C
1C/-1C
1C/-1C
1C/-2C
2.5C/-1C

DOD
[%]
0 - 100
0 - 100
0 - 100
0 - 100
0 - 100

T
[◦ C]
25
35
45
23
23

Normalized C
Exp.
Est.
0.77
0.78
0.70
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.89
0.89
0.79
0.79

Cycles
6000
5000
3000
3000
2500

TABLE IV
E STIMATION OF THE CAPACITY FADE OF THE AMP20m1HD-A CELL
OPERATING AT VARIOUS CHARGE RATES AND DOD S
Ref.

C-rate

[21]
[21]
[21]
[9]
[9]
[9]

1C/-1C
3C/-1C
4C/-1C
1C/-1C
1C/-1C
1C/-1C

DOD
[%]
0 - 100
0 - 100
0 - 100
25 - 90
35 - 100
25 - 100

T
[◦ C]
23
23
23
23
23
23

Energy thr.
[kWh]
350
250
290
400
275
300

Normalized C
Exp.
Est.
0.91
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.88
0.85
0.87
0.89
0.92
0.90
0.91
0.90

It is necessary to point out that Table III reports a mean
Table II reports the coefficients of the model for the battery value for the experimental data of the test at 45◦ C (row three),
cell under test. Kco and Kex are battery-specific coefficients; as the results in [21] slightly differ after testing two cells at
they refer to throughput and DOD, respectively. KSOC refers the same working conditions, as reported by the manufacturer.
to SOCavg and, therefore, the average voltage of the cell [3].
Fig. 1 reports the capacity fade of three AMP20m1HDThese coefficients were extracted empirically, especially using A cells cycling at various charge currents and a constant
the data reported in [9], as they refer to the capacity fade of discharge current of 1C at T=23◦ C. Here, the experimental
cells working at various DOD levels and average SOC levels. data are provided in [21].
KT was extracted similarly to (3), but for temperature:
1.0

⇒

KT = ln(2)/∆T

0.9

(5)

In fact, KT (originally named Tf act ) is related to the temperature difference (i.e., ∆T =13◦C in this case), between the real
operating condition and the reference temperature (i.e., 25◦ C),
necessary to double the life degradation of the cell.
As some of the published data regarding capacity fade are
originally plotted in charts against the corresponding energy
throughput [kWh] on the abscissa, instead of number of cycles,
all the simulation results are here reported in two different
tables. In this way there is a true comparison of the estimates
with the experimental data provided in the referred documents.
Table III includes the tests for which the reference is the
number of charge/discharge cycles of the battery, whereas
Table IV includes the tests for which the reference is the
total energy throughput [kWh]. Each of the test conditions
(C-rate, DOD and T) are also provided in the documents
cited in the first column of these tables. The experimental
results, in column 6 of each table, were extracted from these
documents, whereas the simulation results are given in the
last column. As both the experimental and estimated values
are already reported in a normalized form, the error is given
by the absolute difference of them. The maximum error of
3% is noted in Table IV, for the test reported at rows three,
whereas there is no error in Table III. The mean absolute error
(MAE) of all the tests is 0.73.
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Fig. 1. Capacity vs. energy throughput: validation data for various charging
rates @ T=23◦ C, Id =-1C and DOD=100% [21].
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Fig. 2. Capacity vs. energy throughput: validation data for various DODs and
average SOC @ T=23◦ C, Ic =1C and Id =-1C [9].

Fig. 2 shows the experimental data provided in [9], and
the estimated data from the model simulation regarding the
capacity fade of three cells which cycle at different DODs or
SOCavg .
Fig. 3 reports a comparison of the estimated results with the
experimental data of the capacity fade, as provided in [21], at
different ambient temperatures and at the constant working
conditions of 1C/-1C current rates and 100% DOD.
1

temperatures: room temperature (rt) and 45◦ C. In this analysis,
the SOC of the cell is always in a range from 0.1 to 0.9, in
order to operate in the most common working conditions, and
the current in a range from -1C to 1C.
Fig. 5 reports the simulation results regarding the capacity
fading and the experimental results extracted from [24]. The
error is about 0.5% at room temperature, which is considered
in a range between 22-26◦C, and 0.3% at 45 ◦ C. These results
confirm both the reliability and accuracy of the battery model
for both constant and dynamic currents.
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Fig. 3. Capacity vs. number of cycles at various temperatures @ Ic =1C and
Id =-1C and DOD=100% [21].
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Fig. 5. Validation of the model for a dynamic charge/discharge current profile
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Fig. 4. Capacity vs. number of cycles @ DOD=100%: experimental data
[22], [23].

Finally, Fig. 4 reports the validation of the model by
comparing the simulation results to two different documents
regarding the aging of the same type of battery under test
[22], [23]. Indeed, the experimental data in [22] was also
useful to extract Kid , when comparing the aging at Id =2C
to another plot for the aging of the battery under test at
the same conditions but Id =1C [21]. Nevertheless, the above
figures show the effectiveness of the model after applying the
proposed methodology for setting the coefficients of the aging
parameters.
B. Capacity fading at a dynamic current profile
For a comprehensive validation of the proposed model, a
further simulation is necessary for evaluating the capacity
fade of the pouch cell under test when operating at a dynamic current profile. For this purpose, some experimental
data were extracted from [24], in particular the characteristic
current vs. time for a test period of five hours, and the
experimental results regarding 250 cycles at two different test

As high temperature is the primary factor of aging in LFP
cells [24], it is obvious that in a pack with cells connected in
series and parallel, the real temperature of each cell depends
also on the position in the pack. For this reason, the SOH of
these connected cells during cycle life may differ one from
another. Furthermore, the capacity fade of each single cell
is not the only contributor to total energy loss. In fact, the
difference in lithium concentration in the anodes of these cells
also affects the capacity fade of a pack [25]. As a consequence,
the aging analysis for high-capacity batteries, such as in the
case of power applications, should require a further extension
of the basic model; however, this is considered for a future
work. Nevertheless, the proposed battery model may assist a
designer for a true analysis of a cell for a specific batterypowered electronic device, after populating the model at
system level through an empirical method.
V. C ONCLUSION
This work described a method for generalizing the original
Millner model for the analysis of the aging of lithium-based
cells. The extraction of the model coefficients was empirically carried out from existing published data. Following this
method, an accurate aging model for a system-level analysis
can be generated by an electronic designer with lower effort
and costs with respect to a direct analysis from testing.
For an AMP20m1HD-A pouch cell, the simulation results
show an absolute error of between 0 and 3% with respect to
the experimental data of capacity fading after various tests
of thousands of cycles at different working and operating
conditions.
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A PPENDIX
The fundamental equations of the Millner model for lithiumion batteries [3] are reported here.
Lif e1 = Kco · N · e(SOCdev −1)/(Kex ·

Tnabs
Ta

)

+ 0.2 ·

tcycle
(6)
tlif e

Lif e2 = Lif e1 · eKsoc ·((SOCavg−0.5)/0.25) · (1 − L)

(7)

Lif e1 and Lif e2 are the life degradation in a cycle due
to (i) SOC swing and throughput, and (ii) SOCavg and the
reduction of lithium ion concentration, respectively.
The life degradation of a cell after a generic cycle m,
including the thermal effects, is then given by the following
equation:
Lif e(m) = Lif e2 · eTf act ·(T −Tnom )·

Tnabs
Ta

(8)

In (8), the term Lif e refers to the term Lif eMillner in (2).
Total life degradation L after M cycles is therefore given by:
L=

M
X

Lif e(m)

(9)

m=1

The parameters of these equations, which were not defined
in the previous sections, are reported in Table V.
TABLE V
L IST OF THE PARAMETERS
Acronym
N
SOCdev
Tf act
T
Ta
Tnom
Tnabs
tcycle
tlif e

Definition
number of throughput cycles
SOC deviation, from 0 to 1.0, in a cycle m
this is KT as defined in (5)
the temperature of the battery [◦ C]
this is T in Kelvin degrees
reference temperature (i.e., 25◦ C)
reference temperature in Kelvin degrees
time of a cycle [s]
calendar life [s] to 80% capacity at 25◦ C and 50% SOC

